(Re)Writing the Rules of the Road

Co-sponsored by the University of South Carolina School of Law

March 15, 2019
Morning Sessions

Connected and Automated Vehicles
– A Technical and Legal Primer

PROF. BRYANT WALKER SMITH

Drivers Licenses for Robots?
State DMV Approaches to CAV Regulation

BERNARD SORIANO, CA DMV &
JAMES FACKLER, MI SECRETARY OF STATE’S OFFICE

Moderated by Emily Frascaroli

Just What Is the Law?
How Does Legal Theory Apply to Automated Vehicles and Other Autonomous Technologies?

PROF. SCOTT HERSHOVITZ
Keynote

Rep. Debbie Dingell
Afternoon Sessions

**Crossing the Double Yellow Line:**
Should Automated Vehicles Always Follow the Rules of the Road as Written?

*Justice David Viviano,*
*MI Supreme Court*

*Emily Frascaroli,*
*Ford Motor Company*

*Jessica Uguccioni,*
*Law Commission of England and Wales*

*Moderated by Ian Williams*

**Who Gets the Ticket?:**
Who or What is the Legal Driver, and How Should Law Be Enforced Against Them?

*Thomas J. Buiteweg,*
*Hudson Cook, LLP*

*Kelsey Brunette Fiedler*

*Karlyn D. Stanley,*
*Rand Corp.*

*Daniel Hinkle,*
*American Association for Justice*

*Moderated by Bryant Walker Smith*
Would You Like to Know More?

Check out the write-up!


By Raphael Beauregard-Lacroix

Available on our website

(physical copies available in the front of the room, next to the programs)
What’s Next?

2020-2021 - Law and Mobility Fellowship - Applications Open Now!

The Law and Mobility Program is looking for a new Law and Mobility Fellow for 2020-2021. Early-career lawyers (and graduating 3Ls) are encouraged to apply! Details and application are available here:

https://careers.umich.edu/job_detail/182750/fellow_in_law_and_mobility

Questions?

ianwill@umich.edu